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A FEW NOTABLE LAND SURVEYORS IN HISTORY



Surveyor and Cartographer
Lewis was a secret secretary to Thomas Jefferson



Heard of the Mason Dixon line?  Charles Mason and Jerimiah Dixon are the 
men who surveyed the boundaries between lands granted to the Penn’s and 

the Calvert’s (largely Pennsylvania and Maryland).  Andrew Ellicott is the 
surveyor who conducted much of Meriwether Lewis’ training.





Far less notable is Daniel Frick, 
Dane County Surveyor from 2006 to present.

Born to fish, forced to work!



The oldest historical records known indicate that 
surveying had its beginning in ancient Egypt (1400 
B.C.).  Land was divided into plots for the purpose 
of taxation.  Annual floods of the Nile River swept 
away portions of these plots, and surveyors were 

appointed to replace the bounds.  These early 
surveyors were called rope stretchers, since there 

measurements were made with ropes having 
markers at unit distances.  



Those basic principles are still at work.  The 
Public Land Survey System was devised to 
have a uniform system of land boundary 
describing, marking and mapping of the 

United States expansion westward.  



PLSS - Championed by Thomas Jefferson 

LAND ORDINANCE OF 1785

AN ORDINANCE FOR 
ASCERTAINING THE MODE OF 
DISPOSING OF LANDS IN THE 

WESTERN TERRITORY 
Passed May 20,1785.



This is the first paragraph of a letter of introduction 
in “A History of the Rectangular Survey System” That 

was published by the U. S. Department of The 
Interior, Bureau of Land Management.



States included in the PLSS



Baselines and Principal Meridians



Texas is a great example of rectangular system’s 
benefits. This is a map of County boundaries. 



Map of Wisconsin counties.



The basis of the PLSS here in Wisconsin
The POB is near Hazel Green, Wi.



Here with all of the townships shown.
Note: A Town is a unit of government, a township is a surveyed 
area of 36 Sections, most of the time.  The original government 

surveys in Wisconsin occurred from the 1830s to the 1860s.



Corners established by the PLSS



Support for public education in the United States 
predates the constitution; two years before the 

adoption of the United States Constitution of 1787, the 
Congress of the Confederation provided support for 

public schooling by establishing the land grants in the 
Land Ordinance of May 20, 1785 which granted Section 
16 (one square mile) of every township to be used for 
public education: "There shall be reserved the Lot No. 
16, of every township, for the maintenance of public 

schools within said township."





For a multitude of reasons the pretty, 
square sections with all lines running in 

cardinal directions is not a reality.



Original tools and corners of the PLSS



In most cases the monuments in Wisconsin were a 
wood post.  Some were stones, depending on terrain 
and what was available.  Bearing trees were noted as 

witness to each section corner set if at all possible.  For 
most land surveyors, recovering this original evidence is 

like finding a big gold nugget.







• Where the original corners were established, 
is the monument or section corner location. 
Perpetuating those locations is paramount in 
determining property boundaries, both past 
and present.  

• When these monuments are lost, determining 
that location is very difficult.  It is also very 
time consuming and expensive to re-establish, 
and the original location may be difficult if not 
impossible to recover.  This can create many 
ambiguities in title, road locations and so on.







Sorry for all the history.  I felt it 
necessary to give some background 

before jumping into modern day 
re-monumentation.  



Welcome to Dane County
35 townships



That’s a lot of section corners!



In comparison to much of the state, Dane 
County has had and maintains a high rate of 

population growth.  As a result, there has been a 
great deal of surveying since the 1830s.  Many 

of the PLSS corners have been perpetuated.  
Some of them are even in the right location, I 
think.   There are still areas of the county 

where there are essentially lost corners, but few.  
Most of these perpetuation records pre-date the 

use of GPS and the creation of modern day 
coordinate datums.  



Dane County developed our Geographic 
Information System (GIS) without the advantage 
of accurate observed coordinate values.  It is a 

well run and dynamic GIS, but has many 
accuracy issues.  Numerous methods were used 
in determining the PLSS corner locations.  All the 
Subdivision Plats, Certified Survey Maps, deeds, 

etc. were drafted from these locations.  If the 
PLSS corner locations are inaccurate, so is 

everything else related to it.



Some of the problems.



This land owner was losing a very significant amount of 
funding from CRP and MFL programs because the FSA uses 

our mapping containing large errors in PLSS locations.



When lot lines are going through 
houses, roads aren’t in rights-of-way, 

and nothing lines up with the 
georeferenced imagery, the GIS is not 
as useful a tool as it could be.  We just 
don’t know if the issue is the PLSS and 
our parcel mapping, or if something is 
actually constructed in the incorrectly.  



We were able to start a new re-monumentation 
program in 2012.  All work is being completed 

though contracts with multiple surveying firms.  
We are moving at a decent rate. 

The contracts include coordinate acquisition and 
datum information, as well as a vertical 

component where reasonable. We include very 
explicit language in our contracts for redundant 

measurements and coordinate values. It also 
includes all the applicable research and history 

of each corner location. 



Original government plat of T06N, R11E



Notes for line between 1 and 12



Blue Book entry 1856 Blue Book entry 1863



Tie Sheet 1983 (rev 1988) Tie Sheet 1987



Tie Sheet 2012



Tie Sheet 2016 Dane County Re-mon Project





We are actively re-mapping each township 
after replacing the old PLSS structure with 
the new measured locations in the GIS.  A 

lot of work, but a much more dynamic, 
useful and accurate system.



Before and after re-mon and re-map



This re-monumentation effort in Dane 
County pairs well with the Wisconsin Land 
Information Program initiative to create a 

statewide parcel map.
The Wisconsin County Surveyors 

Association has advocated strongly for this 
effort to include an emphasis on building 
an accurate system statewide by basing it 
on the perpetuated and measured PLSS.



Progress



WAKE UP, THIS IS YOUR PART!



So why should code administrators care?

As you already know, many of the rules you 
enforce from shoreland / wetland zoning, 

floodplain restrictions, building setbacks, etc., 
are relative to Ordinary High Water Mark, 

Property boundaries, road right-of-way 
locations, and so on.  These are all relative to 

the PLSS and we rely upon this system to locate 
everything.  This is especially true in rural areas.



Dane County Location Survey Checklist



If you rely on Land Surveyors to confirm 
setbacks, roads, structures and any other 

physical location, they are using the PLSS.  If the 
PLSS isn’t reliable or lost, it is very expensive and 

far more time consuming to have private 
surveys prepared.  Land owners end up footing 

the bill.  It also leads to major boundary 
disputes that fill our courts.   



Re-mon can’t fix everything.



One of the goals of re-monumentation  is to get 
the GIS to an accuracy level that it can be used 

for a more site specific analysis with a high level 
of dependability.  

You will not likely ever be able to confirm a very 
tight setback, but you will hopefully be able to 
see clear violations, non-permitted structures 

and so on.



OOPS!



I am happy to take questions on any of the items discussed, or 
any other surveying questions you may have.
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